Blitz Kids

Tim, surrounded by the menace and disruption of the Second World War, struggles to make
some emotional and moral sense of the world in which he is growing up. He lives near the
docks of an Eastern seaport, Starmby, where a German hit and run raid across the North Sea
damages his school, and several pupils and teachers are killed or badly injured, so his class is
sent home. Unexpectedly free, Tim explores the marshes in the estuary with his friends, Jackie
a daredevil adventurer whose Dad is in the commandos, Marion a fisherman’s daughter, and
Waldemar, a Polish refugee they have befriended.Everywhere they are surrounded by the
threats of war: smudges of gunfire in the sky, low-flying German planes, pillboxes in the
dunes, searchlights in the evening twilight. From their den, in a ruined barn on the edges of the
marsh they watch RAF planes leave the aerodrome on dangerous missions.In the wilderness of
the marshes, they stumble across a bird-watcher, steelworker Bill Appleyard, in a hide not far
from the aerodrome perimeter, but he does not seem able to distinguish between different
types of wader and no one at the steel works knows him. The children keep him under
observation, and he seems to watch the aerodrome rather than the wildfowl. One day Tim
follows him as he leaves, but is caught by the Home Guard, looking for a parachuting airman,
and he is warned off the marshes.The children find out that school is about to restart part-time,
but first have to deal with a street bully, Bing Snafe, when the sirens wail announcing a
raid.Tim and his mother cower in the Anderson shelter during the raid, and experience the
aftermath of devastation. By taking it in turn, the children manage to monitor Bil’s
movements, but can work out no pattern. As the spring tide fills the creek, a search of his hide
reveals empty cigarette packets, a coil of rope, and a flat iron. The packets have cryptic letters
and numbers, such as: Fr H.T.17:12. They work this out as a code for tide tables, and realise
that Bill returns each day at high tide exactly. They watch him closely as he furtively uses the
rope and iron to extract a dripping parcel from the creek. They try to follow him, but sirens
begin to wail……..By accident, Jackie stumbles across Bill’s cottage in an outlying village,
Marshfleet, and the children find a way in. In the loft Tim and Waldemar find a shotgun, and
also two of the waterproofed packages which Bill has been retrieving, containing thousands of
white five pound notes. Before these two can leave, Bill returns, and they are trapped in the
loft. Suddenly, two men force entry, overpower Bill and begin to torture him, wanting to know
where the money is. Then they speak in a foreign language, which Waldemar identifies as
German, and hurry out of the cottage. Scared of being interrupted, they have gone to fetch
their van.The children untie the injured Bill and, taking the shotgun, flee with him across the
marsh, pursued by the two returning spies. Jackie is wounded, and they are forced to hole up in
the ruined cottage, desperately fending off armed attacks until they find a rocket to fire into the
twilight sky. The Home Guard arrive and deal with the spies. Later, Bill, an army captain in
military intelligence, comes into school assembly and acknowledges their help.
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